Modelling inter-segmental coordination of neuronal oscillators: synaptic mechanisms for uni-directional coupling during swimming in Xenopus tadpoles.
Locomotion requires longitudinal co-ordination. We have examined uni-directional synaptic coupling processes between two classes of neuronal network oscillators: autonomously active "intrinsic" oscillators, and "potential" oscillators that lack sufficient excitatory drive for autonomous activity. We model such oscillator networks in the bilaterally-symmetrical, Xenopus tadpole spinal cord circuits that co-ordinate swimming. "Glutamate" coupling EPSPs can entrain a second oscillator of lower frequency provided their strength is sufficient. Fast (AMPA) EPSPs advance spiking on each cycle, while slow (NMDA) EPSPs increase frequency over many cycles. EPSPs can also enable rhythmicity in "potential" oscillators and entrain them. IPSPs operate primarily on a cycle-by-cycle basis. They can advance or delay spiking to entrain a second "intrinsic" oscillator with higher, equal or lower frequency. Bilaterally symmetrical coupling connections operate twice per cycle: once in each half-cycle, on each side of the receiving oscillator. Excitatory and inhibitory coupling allow entrainment in complimentary areas of parameter space.